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INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNICAL COMMISSION

Technical Committee No. 3 Documentation and graphical symbols

Report from the Chairman of SC3C

Main results since last meeting in Helsinki:

1 Publications

Supplement "P" to IEC 60417 containing four new graphical symbols has been published.

2 FDISs

The results of four FDISs were considered containing 48 symbols, 43 in the medical area and fiv e
general symbols.  Of these, 47 symbols were approv ed for publication.  They will be incorporated
into the first v ersion of the rev ised IEC 60417.  Symbol 5667 Pr "Baby" was not approv ed
because sev eral countries considered the graphical representation to be unsuitable.  SC62A/WG5
will be asked to prepare a new CDV for this symbol taking the comments on the FDIS into
account.

3 Committee Drafts

• 3C/351/CDV: Graphical symbols for special timer functions

• 3C/352/CDV: Symbol 5775 Pr "Disconnection from supply source" and modification of
application texts for symbols 5007, 5008, 5010 and 5011

• 3C/353/CDV: Graphical symbols for use on data processing equipment

The abov e documents containing 17 symbols were approv ed for circulation as FDISs.

• 3C/354/CD: Graphical symbols "Suitable for use in the tropics" and "Suitable for use in the
subtropics"

In view of the fact that the comments raised important questions which could not be answered by
the delegates present, the German National Committee will be asked to prepare a new CD in
consultation with TC92, taking the comments into account.

4 New Work Item Proposals

• 3C/355/NP: Graphical symbols for tumble dryers

When v oting on this new work item, only two national committees had nominated experts.
Howev er, six other national committees had supported circulation of the document as a CD or
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CDV.  Further experts were identified at the SC3C meeting which should enable a positive result
of voting to be issued.

5 New structure of IEC 60417

• 3C/362/FDIS: Graphical symbols for use on equipment - Part 1: Overview and application

• 3C/363/FDIS: Graphical symbols for use on equipment - Part 2: Symbol originals

Both documents were approved for publication.  However, further editorial comments had been
invited and a large number of such comments were received.

Clear limits to the extent of the further changes to the texts and graphical representations were
agreed and, as a result, publication should be possible early next year.  WG1 will meet in
December to prepare the additional material necessary to include the 47 symbols approved for
publication at this meeting.

6 JWG IEC/SC3C - ISO/TC145 JWG11 "General principles for graphical symbols
for use on equipment"

• 3C/356/CD: General principles for graphical symbols for use on equipment -
Part 1: Creation of graphical symbols

• 3C/357/CD: General principles for graphical symbols for use on equipment -
Part 2: Form and use of arrows

The comments received on the above documents were reviewed and JWG11 is requested to deal
with the comments with the intention of producing a CDV.  Subject to the confirmation of support
by his national committee, Prof Ikeda has agreed to become the new Convenor of the joint
working group.  The new Secretary is David Fishman of BSI who has replaced Mr Bergner as
Secretary of TC145.

7 Further comments

• Project IEC 60417 f4 Ed 1: Six symbols for welding equipment (previous document
3C/294/DIS)

The project has been cancelled at the request of ISO/TC44/SC4 - IEC/TC26 JWG2 "Terms and
symbols".  This follows contact with the Chairman of JWG2, as agreed at the SC3C meeting in
Helsinki.

• 3/506/INF: Project proposal: Electronic handling of graphical symbols

The discussion in the TC3 workshop on 20th October 1997 focussed on the database
requirements for SC3A and SC3B.  The approach already taken by SC3C is broadly compatible
with the database model proposed.  The SC3C database is already being used to produce
documents for publication and should be linked to the IEC web site as soon as possible.

It would seem appropriate for the development of the SC3C database to proceed in parallel to
initiatives in SC3A/SC3B but with close coordination in order to ensure compatibility with regard
to future requirements.

• Introduction of new symbols into IEC 60417

At present, the only procedure for introducing new graphical symbols is that described in the
ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2, Annex F.  In the case of symbols which are part an approved project
belonging to another committee, it would be more efficient if these symbols could be considered
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for introduction into IEC 60417 without the creation of a separate new work item.  Attempts are
being made to interpret Annex F in a more flexible way to make this possible.  In the future it
might be appropriate for SC3C to act as a validation agency for the maintenance of IEC 60417.

__________________


